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Abstract—Game-playing AI research has focused for a long
time on learning to play video games from visual input or
symbolic information. However, humans benefit from a wider
array of sensors which we utilise in order to navigate the world
around us. In particular, sounds and music are key to how many
of us perceive the world and influence the decisions we make.
In this paper, we present initial experiments on game-playing
agents learning to play video games solely from audio cues. We
expand the Video Game Description Language to allow for audio
specification, and the General Video Game AI framework to
provide new audio games and an API for learning agents to
make use of audio observations. We analyse the games and the
audio game design process, include initial results with simple Q-
Learning agents, and encourage further research in this area.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sound and music have long been an important aspect of
video game development and play [1]. Not only can audio
greatly influence our engagement and emotional investment in
a game [2], but it can also provide important environmental
information or gameplay cues [3]. Sounds within games can be
used to alert the player to a nearby hazard (especially when in
darkness), inform them they collected an item, or provide clues
for solving certain puzzles. This additional sensory output is
different from traditionally visual information, and allows for
many new gameplay possibilities.
Certain games rely heavily on audio to create an immersive
atmosphere, particularly horror games [4], and would likely
lose much of their impact without it. Other games can some-
times require the player to listen to and understand certain
sounds to progress, such as the numerous music and audio
based puzzles in point-and-click adventure games (Myst, The
Secret of Monkey Island, Machinarium, etc.). Even when not
essential for the player to proceed, many games use sound to
inform the player about useful non-visual information, such as
alarm systems in many stealth games (Thief, Far Cry, Alien:
Isolation, etc.) or enemy positions in first person shooters
(Overwatch, Call of Duty, Battlefield, etc.) Without the ability
to process audio input, we would likely be unable to play
many of these games effectively. Some expert human players
are also able to play games exclusively based on audio input
even where on the surface visuals would appear essential,
such as visually impaired players competing in fighting game
tournaments [5] or speedrunners attempting to finish games
such as Mario, Zelda or Punch Out while blindfolded.
While such examples are specific to the domain of video
games, detecting and understanding certain sounds can be
vitally important in a variety of other real-world scenarios.
In such cases, current machine learning approaches that do
not consider audio input as a factor in their decisions, could
be seriously hindered. One topical example could be for a self-
driving car [6]. Ambulances, fire engines and other emergency
response vehicles typically use loud sirens and bright lights
to alert traffic to pull over. It is often the case when driving
that you can hear the sound produced by these vehicles long
before you can see them. Most human drivers would be able to
detect an approaching emergency response vehicle by sound
and react appropriately. A self-driving car relying only on
visual input would only react once it saw the vehicle itself. It
is very possible to imagine many similar scenarios where the
ability to listen to and interpret audio would be an important
skill to possess. Returning to video games, any situation where
there is an audible sound for something that is not yet visible
on screen could be of benefit to an agent.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II gives a brief background on the analysis of audio
in games and the framework used in this work. Section III
describes the expansion of the General Video Game AI
framework to include audio cues. Section IV discusses initial
experiments, while Section V concludes with future work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Audio analysis in games
AI has previously been used in several ways to analyse the
effects and meaning of game audio. TagATune is a game that
involves annotating sounds and music [7]. The collection of
categorised audio clips that an application like this can produce
might allow AI to process and learn the likely effects of
different output sounds (e.g. predict whether a particular sound
indicates that the player is being healed or damaged). This idea
of understanding the intended meaning of different sounds is
also related to the field of AI-based audio stenography [8],
which focuses on interpreting noisy or corrupt audio messages.
Several AI approaches for providing a categorical understand-
ing of spoken dialogue systems have also been proposed [9],
including the use of deep reinforcement learning [10]. This has
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several applications within video games, such as understanding
human speech and generating suitable response options for
NPCs. The topics of procedural audio generation [11] and
sound synthesis are also highly relevant, as sounds produced
by certain actions often depend on their consequences. For
example, collecting a coin would likely yield an entirely
different sound to that of killing an enemy. An interesting
connection can be done to the work by Lopes et al. [12] and,
more generally, the area of soundscape generation for games:
where the Sonacia systems decides what sounds should be
played in a procedurally generated level, our AI could learn
to interpret them and react accordingly.
B. General Video Game AI Framework
We chose to develop an audio game-playing API within an
existing framework in order to make use of existing agents
(and visual-based games) as a starting point for the project.
The General Video Game AI framework (GVGAI) [13] is a
Java framework which contains a large (and continuously ex-
panding) set of games written in the Video Game Description
Language (VGDL), which propose varied challenges for game-
playing agents, from navigation to puzzles to fast-reactionary
problems. In addition to the large collection of games, we
consider an important benefit the fact that new games can
easily be created in VGDL, as well as varying existing ones
to obtain a potentially infinite supply of games. The Learning
Track in the GVGAI competition proposes the challenge of
developing general learning agents based on either visuals
(an image of the game state can be provided) or symbolic
information. In Section III we describe the expansion of the
framework by adding the possibility of including audio signals
in VGDL, as well as processing these appropriately in the Java
framework and sending correct observations to the agents.
III. AUDIO GAMES IN GVGAI
We integrated audio with VGDL in order to provide sound
properties for games in two of the definition sets:
• SpriteSet: Each of the sprites can have
audio files associated with them in the format
audio=move:filename1;use:filename2.
Audio signals are integrated into 3 functionalities:
– Sprite movement: audio plays on each sprite move.
– USE-type1 sprite action: audio plays whenever the
sprite applies a USE-type action and it can be applied
to spawn points as well as avatars, e.g. ”play chime
sound each time a new enemy is spawned”.
– Beacon sprite: audio plays at every game tick (vol-
ume based on the proximity to the player’s avatar).
Several or none of the options can be defined per sprite.
• InteractionSet: Each of the interactions defined in
GVGAI can have audio files associated with them in the
format audio=filename. The SoundManager class is
1In GVGAI, USE actions are used for avatars as the fifth legal action in
some games, which can have various effects, from spawning new sprites of
different types to jumping or activating some avatar-specific properties
called to play the defined sound (if any) at the beginning
of each interaction, i.e. when 2 sprites that have a defined
effect overlap. We have also added a new interaction
option, playSound, which only plays the given sound,
without any other effects taking place.
The SoundManager features several easy-to-use methods for
sound management, including playing, pausing or restarting
sounds. It uses a pre-defined path and file extension (thus only
the name of the file within the path, without the extension,
should be included in VGDL). In the current version, only
.wav files are supported.
In addition to the VGDL integration, a new AI agent
API and game-running options have been introduced as well.
Audio-ony game-players should extend the AudioPlayer class
and implement the required methods. They receive AudioSta-
teObservation objects, which restrict observations to sound
only: the agents are only provided with an array of Au-
dioObservation objects, ordered by the proximity to the avatar
(closest observations will be first). Each AudioObservation
object includes details of its proximity to the avatar, as well as
information about the .wav file associated with the observation
for quick processing: bytes, fingerprint, normalized amplitudes
and spectogram. The .wav file itself is also supplied, to allow
for use of custom libraries in audio processing.
The codebase is publicly available on GitHub2.
A. Audio Games Set
This section describes the 3 games we have included with
the initial version of the framework.
ALIENS. The player controls a spaceship which can move
left and right, as well as shoot the incoming aliens, with the
goal of killing all aliens. Bases can protect the player from
incombing alien bombs, but can also be destroyed by player
missiles. This is an audio adaptation of the original game in the
GVGAI framework. Audio signals play each time the avatar
shoots, aliens drop bombs, bombs or missiles kill bases or
aliens, and when the avatar hits the edge of the play area.
LABYRINTH. A simple maze navigation game, where each
level comprises of paths in-between impassable walls. This
game is simplified from the GVGAI version with the removal
of traps. Audio signals play each time the avatar bumps into
walls, as well as every tick for the exit, a beacon sprite.
BLOODSHED. A fighting game in which the avatar can
move left or right and wave its sword in the direction it is
currently facing. This game is adapted from the 2015 Samtupy
Productions audio game “Bloodshed, release the pain”3. Audio
signals play each time the avatar bumps into the edge of the
play area, when they wave their sword, when they hit an
enemy fighter or when the player is hit, with different sounds
depending on the direction of the attack (left or right).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
This section describes some simple proof-of-concept exper-
iments and analysis of the framework and games included. To
2https://github.com/rdgain/GVGAI-Sound
3https://www.audiogames.net/
this extent, we have adapted the sample Q-Learning method
from the GVGAI Learning track [13] to work with the new
API. In particular, we now describe a state St in terms
of audio observations received by the agent, Ot0, Ot1...Otn
corresponding to any audio signals triggered at game tick t.
Q(St, at) is then updated depending on the reward received
according to Equation 1.
Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α[rt+1 + γmax
a
Q(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)] (1)
As the game score is not available as part of the observation
space, we replace the reward perceived by the agent with a
heuristic evaluation of the state St. The audio observations
are checked against the agent’s knowledge base (a simple
HashMap in this implementation) and the given weights are
averaged for a final value of state St. The reward r is then
calculated as the difference in value to the previous state, i.e.
r = V (St)− V (St−1). The knowledge base is updated at the
end of each game played using a game-play trace consisting
of a list of (St, at) state-action pairs and the final game result
(1 for win, -1 for loss), discounted such that the weights for
pairs at the beginning of the game are affected most.
In the simplest case, the HashMap only stores a mapping
from sound type to weight. The agent would then learn that
some sounds are desirable in a game, while others are not.
The agent then picks actions which are thought to lead to
positively-rewarded sounds. An intuitive extension from this is
the addition of observation intensity in the knowledge base: the
information would then be more specific in avoiding dangerous
situations occurring close to the avatar. We call the first agent
Q-KBS and the second Q-KBI and compare both against a
random agent on the games described in Section III-A.
The agents are unable to consistently solve Bloodshed or
Labyrinth. All agents achieve 0% win rate in Bloodshed, but
Q-KBI is able to score most average points in 1000 runs of the
first level (1.552, compared to 1.314 for Q-KBS and only 1 for
the random player). In Aliens, both learning agents are able
to outperform random (49% win rate for Q-KBI and 37% win
rate for Q-KBS compared to 32% random), although this is
far from the 100% win rate achieved by planning agents. Our
preliminary results do indicate that the learning show promise
and should be further developed and analysed.
A. Designing Audio Games
In this context, we can further highlight a parallel made
in previous literature [14], between designing games and
orchestrating large musical pieces to which several different
instruments contribute. Here we can see each sprite or interac-
tion as a possible instrument which need to play the right notes
at the right time. Overlaying too much input would overload
the human processing capacity and such an audio game would
become unplayable. Adding too little input would also make
the game impossible to play, as there would not be sufficient
feedback for the player’s attempted actions in order for the
player to figure out how the game works, or for them to be
able to map out the game world.
Figure 1. Audio observations in the first 100 ticks of the first level in the game
Aliens, played by a random agent. The agent mostly observes feedback on
its successful shooting actions (in red), which hit and destroy the protective
bases (in orange). One of the avatar’s bullets travels for longer (hence the
pause in shooting between ticks 60 and 85) and eventually hits an alien (in
blue). One of the aliens also drops a bomb (in green), which doesn’t hit
anything. Proximity to the avatar is not taken into account in this example,
all sounds are played at full volume.
Therefore, an in-depth analysis of audio games and the
optimal level of input would prove interesting and useful. A
first type of analysis proposed is a visual representation of
audio observations received by the agents while playing the
game. In Figure 1, we observe that the random agent takes
into account actions which don’t actually have an effect on
the game, most apparent in the section between ticks 60-85,
where the agent keeps trying to shoot, although this action has
no effect within the rules of the game (only 1 player bullet
can be in play at a time). Using audio feedback, a learning
agent could realise that only once the bullet they shot hits an
object are they allowed to shoot again; it could then focus its
efforts on strategic positioning and planning further ahead.
A second type of analysis we consider is automatic pruning
of non-essential or misleading audio signals. After 100 runs
in the first level of the game Labyrinth, the agents’ knowledge
bases are shown in Table I, where “bump” is the audio signal
for hitting walls and “exit” is the the exit point beacon. We
can consider sounds with weights close to 0 non-essential, or
highly fluctuating weights during learning as misleading.
Regarding performance, the Q-KBS agent appears to learn
the beacon sound is bad. However, the agent loses most games
(0.08% win rate), so it associates the constant beacon sound
with its consistent loss, while the bump sound receives less
penalty as it occurs less. Given more time, we hypothesise this
player would learn to avoid hitting walls, but it would struggle
to find the exit. In contrast, the Q-KBI agent learns positive
weights for being close to the exit and negative weights for
being far away and for hitting walls (see Table I, where
a list of {sound intensity; learned associated weight) pairs
is depicted}. Given more time, we hypothesise this player
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Figure 2. Knowledge base increase observed for Q-KBI agent in Labyrinth.
would learn to consistently find the exit. Figure 2 shows this
agent’s knowledge base size progression in the game Labyrinth
(training on individual levels in green, and on all levels in
red over 100 runs each). We can observe that in some levels
the agent is able to move around more and learn more about
the environment, while it appears beneficial to use more than
1 level for developing the knowledge. Using better learning
algorithms and better exploration policies would help this
agent in learning more efficiently to increase its performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we describe work in progress regarding an
interesting direction of game-playing AI research: learning to
play video games from audio cues only. We highlight that
current state-of-the-art techniques rely either on visuals or
symbolic information to interpret their environment, whereas
humans benefit from the processing of many other types
of sensor inputs. Sounds and music are key elements in
games, which not only affect player experience, but gameplay
itself in certain scenarios. We also introduce an extension of
the General Video Game AI framework to support audio in
games and audio observations. Simple Q-Learning agents were
suggested to have promise in such environments.
There are many research directions opened by this work. A
question that might arise is why not simply include observa-
tions of events or sprites behaviour? In partial observability
scenarios (i.e. Starcraft), important events may take place
outside of the player’s vision range which are often signalled
through sound effects. These sounds can then be analysed
in more detail in order to create an appropriate response:
while often intuitive for humans, machines can make use of
sentiment analysis research [15], for example, to identify what
specific sounds might mean. Another interesting line of future
work regarding audio analysis would be looking into exactly
how removing certain sounds affects the agent’s performance,
in the context of having an agent proficient enough to be able
to solve the games given enough information. The knowledge
and abilities learned by such high-skilled audio game-playing
agents can be used together with other methods to maximise
sensor usage for superior performance.
Audio design in games also raises some important chal-
lenges when it comes to inclusivity and accessibility [16]. Peo-
ple who may be partially or completely blind rely exclusively
Table I
KNOWLEDGE BASE RECORDED BY 2 AGENTS AFTER 100 RUNS ON THE
FIRST LEVEL OF THE AUDIO GAME LABYRINTH
Agent Sound Recorded Weights
Q-KBS bump -0.2412
Q-KBS exit -0.7194
Q-KBI bump [(1.00;-0.820)]
Q-KBI exit [(0.07;-0.990), (0.12;-0.108), (0.18;-0.959),
(0.25;-0.985), (0.33;0.914), (0.50;0.985)]
on audio, as well as some minor haptic feedback, to play a
large number of video games effectively [17]. Including audio
as well as visual information within a game can make com-
pleting it much more plausible for visually impaired players.
Additionally, individuals with hearing difficulties would find
it hard to play games that are heavily reliant on sound [18].
Intelligent agents can help to evaluate games for individuals
with disabilities: if an agent is able to successfully play a game
using only audio or visual input, then this could help validate
the game for the corresponding player demographics.
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